Guidelines for Proposals for AU Summer Scholars and Artists Fellowship

There are no guidelines per se for the proposal, but there are four areas you might cover in
making a proposal. In general, it is best to keep proposals under 1000 words.
You should give some details about the project itself: the question, theory, or argument you
will explore; the data or material you will collect; your research strategy or method; how you
plan to present the research, whether by incorporating it into a senior or honors capstone or
into an independent study, by presenting it at a conference at AU or elsewhere, or by
publishing, displaying, or performing their work on or off campus.
You might give some details about your summer plans: whether you will need to make more
money over the summer, and if so, how you will avoid time conflicts during the eight-week
research period; whether you plan to take summer courses, and if so, how they fall outside
the eight-week research period you have defined in this proposal; whether you are seeking
funding from other sources, and if so, where.
You might give some details about you: a short biography; your previous interests and
accomplishments; how your coursework and other experiences prepare you for this project;
your future educational and life plans.
You should give some details concerning collaboration with your mentor: how your research
interests are similar to and different from those of your mentor, explaining how your
contribution will be original beginning with research design, extending to development and
analysis, and ending with conclusions; what skills you need to develop in advance, including
any training or workshops you need; what contacts you need to make to ensure success; the
timeline of the project, with phases and deadlines; how you and your mentor will
communicate over the summer (meetings, email, etc.) and how often.

